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AERIUS

CALCULATION TOOL OF THE
INTEGRATED APPROACH TO NITROGEN

The Integrated Approach to Nitrogen
(PAS) is the Dutch policy for addressing
the issues around nitrogen. The PAS
ensures that the objectives of European
nature policy are being achieved while
creating the room needed for economic
development. The PAS applies to all
nitrogen-emitting sectors and all Natura
2000 areas containing nature that is
sensitive to nitrogen.

The calculation tool AERIUS is one of the
cornerstones of the PAS. It calculates
nitrogen emissions and deposition levels
for Natura 2000 areas, caused by new or
expanding economic activity. AERIUS
supports the process of permits being
issued for economic activity that would
involve nitrogen emissions, and
monitors whether the total nitrogen
burden will continue to decline.

AERIUS Scenario enables comparison
between various perspectives on the future;
AERIUS for example, of policy effectiveness or the
SCENARIO consequences of economic developments
®

Tools to present
images of the future
PAS areas

AERIUS Monitor tracks the
implementation and results
of the PAS

Nitrogen
deposition on
Natura 2000
areas

Companies
receive
nitrogen
deposition
permits

For each nature area,
the data on deposition are
added to the information on
the management by the
competent authority

AERIUS Register keeps
a record of the projects
that have been allocated
room for development
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The measures and their
effects, to a large extent,
improve nature quality

MONITOR
Part of the
effect of the
measures is
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for
development
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In their permit application,
companies apply for room
for development

Permit
application
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Calculations

AERIUS Calculator
calculates the nitrogen
impact of economic activity
on Natura 2000 areas
Notifications can be reported
directly via Calculator
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Manual input
of project data

AERIUS
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CALCULATOR

AERIUS Connect supports
automated exchange of
data with other systems
Automated input of
project data for
calculation
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CALCULATOR

AERIUS Calculator calculates
the nitrogen impact of
economic activity on
Natura 2000 areas

AERIUS Calculator is the tool used for determining the nitrogen
emissions that relate to a particular source, their dispersion in
the air and their deposition on Natura 2000 areas. Calculator
also shows the magnitude of the impact on nature. The user
merely has to enter a few factors from his project, such as
location, type of activity and the altitude at which the nitrogen
will be emitted. Calculator takes into account a variety of
factors that affect the dispersion and deposition of nitrogen,
such as wind direction and speed, degree of roughness of the
terrain and vegetation height. In order to perform such
complicated calculations, AERIUS Calculator uses the latest
scientific models and computer technologies.
AERIUS Calculator indicates whether, under the PAS, a project
requires a permit or notification, or neither of the two. In the
first case, the user can attach his calculation directly to support
his permit application. Thus, there is a clear record of how
much has been allocated, which can be important later, at the
time of enforcement. A notification can simply be made via
AERIUS Calculator.

What data are used by AERIUS?

AERIUS contains all the basic data required for calculation. The user no longer has to collect all that data and is
assured of always using the correct maps and data. This
for example concerns maps provided by the provinces
that contain the habitats in PAS areas. Another important basic map is that supplied by RIVM on background
deposition of nitrogen.

Are the calculations scientifically sound?

AERIUS has undergone multiple reviews, among which
two international scientific reviews. These have shown
the calculation models to be state of the art and suitable
for the purpose for which they are being used.

How can AERIUS help you to ensure that your plans will
have the lowest negative impact on nature?

AERIUS Calculator shows calculation results on a map, but these are
also available in the form of a graph or table.

AERIUS enables calculation of and comparison between
the impacts of various alternatives. Regardless of
whether this concerns smaller initiatives such as new
animal housing, or large-scale plans such as the
construction of a new motorway. In this way,
well-founded choices can be made between variants,
which also take the impact on Natura 2000 areas into
account.

Which types of activities was AERIUS designed to
address?

Roel Henderickx (adviser at
SPAingenieurs): ‘We often use these
types of calculation tools, but AERIUS
stands out because of its excellent interface. It works intuitively, provides a
constant insight into what you’re doing,
and shows what you’ve entered directly on
a map. This greatly reduces the possibility
of errors.’

AERIUS calculates the dispersion and deposition of
nitrogen from agriculture, industry, houses, offices and
shops, waste treatment plants, power plants, mobile
machinery, sea shipping and inland shipping, and road,
aviation and railway traffic.

AERIUS Register keeps a
AERIUS record of the projects that
REGISTER have been allocated room
for development
®

Under the PAS, the Dutch Government and the Provinces have
defined a certain amount of room for development that can be
used for new economic activities or for the expansion of
existing ones. In their permit application, initiators may apply
to use this room for development. In AERIUS Register, the
competent authorities keep a record of both the already issued
and the remaining room for development. Notifications of
activities that stay below the limit value of 1 mol per hectare
are also registered. This in fact makes Register like the government balance sheet of the PAS.
Sketch design

For each PAS area, AERIUS Register shows how much room for
development is being used and how much is still remaining.

Albert Fopma (permit-issuing official
of the Province of Gelderland):

‘AERIUS Register makes permit issuing
much easier and clearer. We can enter
the results from AERIUS Calculator
directly. This seamless connection saves
a large amount of time.’
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MONITOR

AERIUS Monitor tracks the
implementation and results
of the PAS

The government of course wishes to monitor whether the PAS
has the desired effect, such as in providing room for economic
development, resilient nature and less nitrogen. AERIUS
Monitor closely follows the implementation and results of the
PAS; for example, with respect to nitrogen deposition developments. In this way, all parties involved jointly keep a finger on
the pulse. The authorities involved can determine, with the
help of AERIUS Monitor, whether the policy that has been
implemented with the PAS is effective or requires other or
additional measures to increase the quality of the Natura 2000
areas and to enable new economic activities. In order to stay
current, AERIUS Monitor is updated annually.

AERIUS Monitor shows, for example, the restoration measures that
are planned for each PAS area.

What data are included in Monitor?

For all PAS areas, Monitor provides information on
historical and projected trends in nitrogen emission and
deposition, the issuing of room for development, the
implementation of restoration measures, and the
developments with respect to nitrogen-sensitive habitat
types. In addition, Monitor also shows how much of the
nitrogen deposition in a certain area originates from
which source, such as agriculture, industry and road
traffic.

Removal of the upper layer (or turf cutting)
is a possible restoration measure.
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Carla Schönknecht-Vermeulen
(official of the Province of Zeeland):
‘The balance between the economy and
nature is a fragile one. The Integrated
Approach to Nitrogen enables the
realisation of infrastructural projects and
other economic developments, in addition
to improving nature values.’

The green-winged teal uses nitrogensensitive habitat types, such as acidic
meres and active raised bogs.
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SCENARIO

AERIUS Scenario enables a
comparison between
various perspectives on the
future

AERIUS Scenario can be used for making a comparison
between the nitrogen effects of various plans, such as land-use
plans, structural plans or Natura 2000 management plans.
Scenario, in essence, is similar to AERIUS Calculator, but then
at a higher level of abstraction. These types of plans,
obviously, are less detailed, which is why Scenario uses certain
rules of thumb for its calculations.

AERIUS

®

CONNECT

AERIUS Connect provides
automated exchange of data
with other systems

Some initiatives are on such a large scale (e.g. motorway
construction, business and industrial parks) that manual
uploading of all characteristics is close to impossible. For this
purpose AERIUS Connect was developed; it can be used for
simply entering large amounts of data from other systems
into AERIUS Calculator.

Sketch design

AERIUS Scenario presents various perspectives on the future for both
emissions and deposition.

AERIUS Connect enables fully automated processing of AERIUS input
and output for large or complex projects, such as that of raising the
maximum speed limit on motorways to 130 km/h.

Jan Duyzer (onderzoeker TNO):
“TNO heeft in haar review vastgesteld dat
AERIUS is gebaseerd op state- of- the-art
kennis over verspreiding en depositie van
stikstof. De kwaliteit van het instrument is
uitgebreid onderzocht.”

The Uiterwaarden Lek is one of the 117 Natura 2000 areas with
nitrogen-sensitive habitat types.

To be kept up to date fast,
follow AERIUS on Twitter:
@AERIUSteam

User-directed development
The AERIUS tool set is being developed in a novel way; namely,
through close collaboration between representatives from
the business community, the government, science and ICT
specialists. Together, they determine what it is that AERIUS
should be able to do and what it should look like – in such a
way that it is user-friendly as well as juridically and
scientifically sound.
Each month, the AERIUS development team presents a new,
operational version of one or more AERIUS products. In this
way, future users can easily determine whether their requirements have been properly understood, and whether the
chosen solution would suit their work process. They are in
the driving seat during the development.

Future: opportunities for a wider
application
AERIUS was originally designed to support the Integrated
Approach to Nitrogen (PAS). However, the tool can offer so
much more, such as calculating the dispersion of particulate
matter and the impact on air quality. In the surrounding
countries, people are looking with great interest at the way in
which the Netherlands is designing its nitrogen policy and the
related tool set. The Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs (the
owner) and the RIVM (the manager) are exploring how AERIUS
could be applied in a broader sense, in the future.

Wim van der Maas (project leader
project leader AERIUS at RIVM):

‘AERIUS could be applied in a much
wider range of policy areas than only
for the PAS. For example, for air, odour,
and light pollution or other environmental issues. We also see great
international opportunities.’

Immediate access to various AERIUS
products
Ger Leeuwerke (L) in discussion with Hilbrand Bouwkamp (AERIUS
development team) and Lotte Dijk (BIJ12) during a workshop.

Ger Leeuwerke (Environmental Service Brabant-Noord):
‘The working group was given every opportunity to present
ideas and requirements, and a month later we saw those
translated into a new prototype. It was a very pleasant and
effective working method. We learned from the development
team and they learned from us.’
‘All major functionalities in Calculator originate from the
working group; for example, the Compare function that can be
used to assess the differences and similarities of multiple
variants of a project.’

WWW. AERIUS.NL
@AERIUSteam

WEBSITE

AERIUS.nl

CALCULATOR

AERIUS.nl/en/Calculator

REGISTER

AERIUS.nl/en/Register

MONITOR

AERIUS.nl/en/Monitor

SCENARIO

AERIUS.nl/en/Scenario
(under development)

CONNECT

AERIUS.nl/en/Connect

